
LET’S HAVE      FUN!



START THINKING!

1. How do you think is it easy to be  young?

2. What can make teenagers happy?

4. What different forms of   entertainment can 

you think of?

5. Should you know  about leisure of teens 

from different countries? Why?

3.What difficulties do they face in real life?



TEENS TODAY…

A Square-Eyed Generation?

Problem:

If somebody is entertaining, 

it’s enjoyable and interesting



GET WARM-UP

1. How are some 

modern teens 

called? Why?

2. Can teenagers 

imagine no 

entertainment 

without  any 

gadgets?



READING 

1. SB p. 122 ex. 1b

2. Teenagers’ 

comments  ex.2



USE OF VOCABULARY

Fill in: unwind, beat, sing, book, direct in the correct form

1. I love going dancing on a Friday night. Nothing …… that.

2. Have you already ….. the tickets for the theatre tonight?

3. Steven has ….. many films. It’s one of them. 

4. He sometimes watches TV in the evenings to relax and ….. .

5. It is such a catchy tune you can’t help but ….. along. 



LEISURE ACTIVITIES IN RUSSIA



THE ATTITUDE

POSITIVE NEGATIVE NEUTRAL

I enjoy… I dislike… I don’t mind, but I 

prefer…

I prefer… …isn’t my pair of shoes I’m not against…

I am keen on… I am not fond of ,,,

I am fond of… I find them…(pointless,

boring, dull, 

uninteresting)

I am bit of…

I find them… (relaxing,

Interesting, entertaining,

sociable) 



TEENS’ ENTERTAINMENT IN RUSSIA

1. How does advertising influence your 

choices?

2.How can you explain: «Television has 

proved that people will look at anything 

rather then each other»?



ADVERTISING



1) location

2) opening hours

3) if reservations are accepted

4) type of fish served

5) desserts



• where and when the photo was taken

• what/who is in the photo

• what is happening

• why you keep the photo in your album

• why you decided to show the picture to your 
friend



TO SUM UP

What have you learnt at the lesson?

How do you think teenagers will entertain themselves in 10 years?

Home task:

1.SB p.123 ex.7

2.Give a talk about entertainment.

Remember to say:

Why teens need entertainment

What kinds of  entertainment are popular with teens and adults

Your favorite entertainment  and why


